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Abstract 
The flame propagation of hybrid (nicotinic acid/methane-air) mixtures has been studied using 
the open-tube method. During the flame propagation four phases can be distinguished and two 
phases, the first and the third, have been selected as useful for the evaluation of the burning 
velocity. The first phase has a spherical shape propagation mode while during the third phase 
the flame propagation can be considered as pseudo stationary and planar.  
In both phases, the role of the pre-ignition turbulence and of the turbulence induced by the 
flame itself has been addressed. The main issues which arise when estimating the burning 
velocity of hybrid mixtures have been evaluated and suggestions for future work are 
addressed. In the first phase the flame propagation is laminar but mixing between methane 
and nicotinic acid is prevented. In this case, in order to guarantee a homogeneous dispersion 
of the dust as well as a good mixing with the flammable gas, the injection of the dust/gas 
mixture should be realized from the reservoir.  
In the third phase, the turbulence induced by the flame propagation plays a major role and the 
determination of the turbulence level is required in order to evaluate the burning velocity.  
 
Introduction 
Explosion severity of dust-air and dust/gas-air mixtures strongly depends on the mode of 
flame propagation. Several studies have been devoted to reveal the mechanisms driving the 
flame propagation of dust-air mixtures. The widely accepted idea is that the key mechanisms 
are heat transfer by radiation and/or conduction, heterogeneous reaction, production of 
volatile components, heat transfer by convection and conduction [1-3]. All these mechanisms 
have to be considered when quantifying the burning velocity. However, the role of heat 
transfer by radiation is often negligible [4,5] and for small particle sizes the controlling 
mechanism is generally the combustion of volatiles [6].  

In order to fully characterise the flame propagation and then the explosion behaviour of 
dust-air mixtures, the knowledge of the flame burning velocity is required. The method for the 
evaluation of the dust-air mixtures burning velocity is different from that of gas-air mixtures 
since the dust dispersion has to be accomplished.  

In the literature, three methods for measuring the laminar burning velocity of dust-air 
mixtures have been implemented: burner method [4,7-10], contained explosions method 
[4,11-13] or tube method [1,2,4,5,14-26]. 

In this latter, also called the “open tube method”, the propagation of the flame front 
occurs in a partially open and transparent tube and so the evaluation of the burning velocity is 
direct and is performed by following the images of the flame front by means of a video 
camera. The dust dispersion is ensured by injecting a mixture of dust-air into the tube from a 
pressurized reservoir [16,24]. Krause and Kasch [22] studied the dust flame propagation in a 
cylindrical fluidized bed.  



From all these studies it appears that the most relevant concern is the dust dispersion. Dust 
dispersion is guaranteed by injecting the dust mixtures into the tube or the closed vessel thus 
generating pre-ignition turbulence. As a consequence, measurements of the burning velocity 
are strongly dependent on the turbulent flow conditions. Apart from pre-ignition turbulence, 
turbulence is generated by the flow induced by the expanding burnt gases which eventually 
affects the flame propagation. 

Considerable effort has then been devoted to the evaluation of the turbulence induced by 
the dust-air mixture injection into the tube. Schneider and Proust [18] visualized both the 
propagating flame and the turbulence intensity using a high speed digital video camera and 
Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA). Wang et al. [24] measured the RMS of the turbulent 
velocity fluctuations in the horizontal and vertical directions, generated in the tube after dust 
injection, as a function of the ignition delay time elapsing between the time of injection and 
the time of ignition. They were able to measure the dust concentration at different heights 
along the tube showing that the dust concentration is not uniform along the tube height.  

This aspect is more complicated when dealing with the study of the flame propagation of 
hybrid mixtures (dust/gas-air), where it is important to control not only the concentration of 
the dust and its dispersion along the tube length, but also the fact that the gas to dust 
concentrations ratio is uniform everywhere. 

In the literature, few works have been devoted to the study of the flame propagation of 
hybrid mixtures [27-31]. Bradley et al. [27-29] studied the laminar burning velocities of 
methane-air-graphite mixtures and of fine coal dusts by using a burner. Methane and air were 
fed in a pre-mixing chamber; then this mixture was divided into two streams, one passing 
through a fluidized bed to entrain the graphite. They demonstrate that in the coal dust 
explosion the pyrolysis/devolatilization step is very fast and that the combustion occurs 
substantially in the gas phase. Moreover, they underlined that the presence of the char does 
not change the gas phase composition and kinetics.  

Liu et al. [30] and Chen et al. [31] studied the flame propagation of methane and coal dust 
in a vertical combustion chamber to measure the flame speed. A premixed methane-air 
mixture is injected in the tube to disperse the dust in the chamber. They found that in the 
presence of methane, even at concentration lower than LFL, the flame speed and the flame 
front temperature are higher than that of coal dust flame. They observed an initial flame with 
poor light imputable to the methane flame and only subsequently the coal dust starts 
participating to combustion. The combustion of coal dust is further complicated by the 
presence of flammable methane, this prevents a deep understanding of the detailed nature of 
coal dust/methane-air combustion propagation process. However, the authors did not deal 
with the issue of dispersion of the gas and the dust as well as how the turbulence influences 
the flame propagation of the hybrid mixture.  

In this paper, tests have been performed with methane-air, nicotinic acid-air and nicotinic 
acid/methane-air mixtures at various dust concentrations (up to 200 g m-3) and methane 
contents (up to 8 % v/v). Firstly, the feasibility of the tube method for the measurement of the 
burning velocity of hybrid mixtures has been evaluated by highlighting the role of the dust 
dispersion and mixing with the flammable gas. Moreover, the role of turbulence, both pre-
ignition turbulence and induced turbulence, on the values of the burning velocities has been 
discussed. Eventually, some suggestions have been done to improve the tube method when 
dealing with the measurements of burning velocity of hybrid mixtures.  

 
Experimental apparatus  
The flame propagation experiments have been performed in a vertical tube of 1 m height with 
a square cross section of 0.07 x 0.07 m (V = 4.9 L). The tube has two opposite walls made of 
glass and two opposite wall made of stainless steel. The top end is open by means of a 
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the ignition point (∂x/∂t). In this method it is considered uniform over the tube cross section. 
When the flame is completely developed along the tube, A’ should correspond to the entire 
squared section. But, when the flame does not occupy the entire section of the tube, the dead 
space near the tube walls should necessarily be taken into account [33]:  
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Figure 2. Geometry of the flame 

 
The shape of the flame surface, Af, may be considered as a paraboloid of revolution with 

height hf and radius rf. The Fig. 2 shows the flame geometry. Therefore, the surface can be 
calculated by the equation [34]: 
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defined as “prolate”. In the case of oblate spheroid, the equation becomes: 
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During the flame propagation, the top end is open thanks to an exhaust vent whereas the 

bottom end is closed. In this situation, it is necessary to take into account the effect of the 
thermal expansion of the burned gases on the laminar burning velocity, Ss,l, by dividing Ss,l’ 
by the thermal expansion coefficient β: 
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where β is evaluable thermodynamically by the following relationship:  
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where ρu and ρb are respectively the densities of the reactants and of the combustion products, 
Tu is the temperature of the reactants, considered equal to the ambient temperature, and Tb is 
taken as the adiabatic flame temperature. To evaluate the densities of burned compounds, 
assuming an adiabatic combustion at constant volume, the adiabatic flame temperature is 
calculated by means of CEA Software and GASEQ. Adiabatic flame temperatures ranging 
between 1100 and 2800K have been determined as a function of the mixture fuel ratio, 
leading to values of β ranging from 3.9 to 9.1. 

The calculated values of the laminar burning velocities are, in effect, stretched values. The 
flame speed depends on the laminar burning velocity and also on phenomena generated by the 
presence of turbulence as front wrinkling and stretching by large eddies. The rate of change of 
area is then defined as the flame stretching and the velocity of the flame surface normal to 
itself is the flame speed. On the basis of the flame response to these perturbations, the flame 
may be stable or unstable. An indicator of the flame stability is the Markstein length, L.  It 
depends on thermodynamic and transport properties of the mixture and can assume positive or 
negative values depending on Lewis number (Le). Le expresses the ratio of the heat 
diffusivity to the mass diffusivity.  

On the one hand, positive values of L suggest that, on increasing the flame stretch, the 
burning velocity decreases, hence reducing the local disturbance and wrinkling of the flame 
front and stabilizing the flame. At the flame front, thermal and mass diffusive flows are 
encountered. The mass flow is proportional to the mass diffusivity and the heat flow is 
proportional to the thermal diffusivity. For a wrinkled flame, an increase of fuel concentration 
or temperature is obtained as a function of the flame local curvature, leading to a competition 
between mass and thermal transfers. When L is positive, the Lewis number is greater than 
unity (Le>1), i.e. thermal diffusion is greater than mass diffusion. As a consequence, the 
wrinkles are reduced and the flame is stabilized.    

On the other hand, if L is negative, then the burning velocity increases when the flame 
stretch increases. In these conditions, any disturbance to the flame is enhanced and the flame 
is intrinsically unstable [35,36]. At these values correspond a Lewis number lower than unity 
(Le<1). In this case, when the molecular diffusivity of reagents is greater than the thermal 
diffusivity, the rate of heat release is considerable, which leads to the flame instability and 
even to the flame quenching. In the early stages of flame propagation, a linear relationship 
between the burning velocity and the stretch rate holds [37]: 
 
 α⋅−= LSS luls ,,  (7) 
 
where α is the flame stretch rate. Su,l can be calculated as the intercept value at α = 0, in the 
plot of Ss,l versus α and the Markstein length, L, is the slope. The flame stretch rate, α, may be 
defined as: 
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Results  
In Fig. 3 the distance of the flame as calculated from the images sequence is plotted versus 
time for pure dust (nicotinic acid 190 g/m3), pure methane (methane 6 % v/v) and a mixture of 
them (nicotinic acid 190 g/m3 – methane 6 % v/v). For each test, the ignition delay has been 
set at 140 ms.  
 

 
Figure 3. Flame distance versus time  

 



 
From these plots, four different phases can be distinguished: 

Phase I: the flame propagates in a spherical shape; 
Phase II: the flame reaches the vessel walls and a progressive temporal variation of the radial 
profiles of temperature, concentration and velocity occurs; 
Phase III: a pseudo-steady state flat flame propagation is attained;  
Phase IV: the distance versus time curve exhibits an oscillating behavior due to the 
oscillations of pressure inside the tube. These oscillations are probably due to the interactions 
between combustion and venting through the top of the tube; until the valve is completely 
open and the gas vented through the top entire section.  

In Fig. 3 the images of the flame for 190 g/m3 nicotinic acid pure dust are shown for each 
phase. In order to evaluate the burning velocity, we used the data of distance of the flame vs. 
time on phase I and III. Indeed, phase II is strongly affected by progressive evolution of the 
temperature, concentration and velocity radial and axial profiles. As a result, in this phase, the 
flame front is not fully established along the horizontal plane and it is still developing. In 
phases IV the role of pressure fluctuations becomes significant and then the flame 
propagation cannot be considered as undisturbed anymore.  

In Fig. 4 the burning velocity as computed in phase I (top) and III (bottom) for all the runs 
investigated are shown as determined by using the equations 2, 5 and 7. It is worth noting that 
the data of the burning velocity of phase I ranges between 0.05 and 0.25 m/s and are slightly 
affected by the methane content, decreasing by increasing the methane content. This result 
suggests that the injection of dust-air from the reservoir is pushing the methane-air mixtures 
already present in the tube downstream the electrodes thus perturbing the mixing between the 
dust and the flammable gas. Conversely, the value of the burning velocities computed in 
phase III are much higher and are significantly affected by the presence of methane presenting 
a maximum at about 2 % of methane content.  

In Fig. 4-bottom the burning velocity of methane as computed from the images in phase 
III is plotted versus the methane content. The literature data of the laminar burning velocity 
[38-41] are also given. It is worth noting that the literature data are quite lower than the values 
measured in this work. This result suggests that in our experiments, turbulence is significantly 
affecting the values of the burning velocity.  

To further prove this conclusion, we compared the burning velocity measured for the 
dust-air mixture alone. In Table 1 the values of the measured burning velocity for the dust 
alone are given as measured in phase I and phase III. It appears that the values obtained in 
phase III are higher than the values measured in phase I, suggesting that in phase I and III 
different levels of turbulence are established.  

 
Table 1. Burning velocity as measured for the pure dust 

Cdust (g m-3) 125 190 
I phase III phase I phase III phase 

Su,l (m s-1) 0.132 0.73 0.105 0.29 
 
The values reported in the work are unstreched. From our calculations it turns out that the 

Markstein lengths are very low. More precisely for the dust alone, they are negative (ranging 
between - 0.03 mm and - 0.5 mm). On adding methane to the dust, the Markstein lengths from 
negative (- 0.2 mm) become positive (up to 0.08 mm). 

 
The role of turbulence 
In order to accomplish the different values of the burning velocity measured in phase I and 
III, the turbulence distribution in the tube has been analyzed.  



After injection of the dust-air mixture from the reservoir, a pre-ignition turbulence 
establishes along the tube [16-18]. Wang et al. [24] measured the RMS horizontal (u’) and 
vertical (v’) RMS values as function of time in a vertical tube (0.78 m height), with square 
section (0.16 x 0.16 m), closed at the bottom and open at the top. They derived a correlation 
for both u’ and v’, whose values are shown in Fig. 5.  

The values of u’ and v’ are very low if compared to the typical values (decaying from 
20 m/s to about 0.2 m/s), which were established for the 20 liters spherical bomb [42]. This 
result is related to the leading role of the overpressure in the reservoir as shown by Schneider 
[17]. He showed that the initial turbulence intensity changes from 0.25 m/s up to 3.5 m/s 
when the pressure in the reservoir of the tube increases from 5 bars to 32 bars. In our 
experiments, the reservoir pressure is equal to 7 bars and then the initial turbulence intensity 
may be assumed as equal to about 0.5 m/s [17]. This value suggests that the pre-ignition 
turbulence level of phase I is quite low.  
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Figure 4. Burning velocity as computed in phase I (top) and phase III (bottom) as function of 
the methane content.  

 
Skjold [13] in a 20 L cubical vessel found a correlation for the turbulent burning velocity 

of niacin amide as function of the turbulent intensity, reported as dashed curve in Fig. 5. From 
these values it can be concluded that the variation of the burning velocity with turbulence 
intensity in these range of values is very small and then that the burning velocity measured in 
phase I is close to the laminar value. 

During the flame propagation, the turbulence is induced by the flow due to the burnt gas 
expansion. The turbulence level increases as the flame moves upward. As a result, in phase I 
the turbulence level induced by the flame itself may be considered as negligible. Conversely, 
we may assert that in phase III the turbulence intensity is due not only to the pre-ignition 
turbulence but mainly to the turbulence induced by the flame propagation along the tube. As a 
consequence the burning velocity measured in this phase is the turbulent burning velocity.  

 
Figure 5. Horizontal (u’) and vertical (v’) component of RMS velocity as function of time, 

from Wang et al., 2006 [24] and relevant value of  St for niacin amide [13].  
 
Optimal experimental conditions for determining the burning velocity of hybrid 
mixtures 
From all the above discussed results, it turns out that the measurements of the burning 
velocity of hybrid mixtures may be performed in the tube, provided that some modifications 
are performed. 

Phase I: the measured burning velocity is laminar but the mixing between the dust and the 
flammable gas is not ensured if the dust is injected in the tube where the mixture gas-air is 
already present. In order to improve such measurements, the dust/flammable gas has to be co-
fed trough simultaneous injection from the reservoir, thus ensuring mixing of the fuels.  

Phase III: the burning velocity is strongly affected by the turbulence induced by the flame 
propagation itself. To evaluate the laminar burning velocity the simultaneous measurement of 
the turbulence level is needed.  
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Conclusions  
The study of the flame propagation along a vertical tube of a hybrid mixture has revealed that 
the flame propagates in four phases. The evaluation of the burning velocity in the vertical tube 
is strongly affected by the phase of flame propagation at which it is evaluated. In the initial 
phase, when the flame propagation is almost spherical and the flame has not touched the tube 
walls, the effect of the pre-ignition turbulence is almost negligible.  

In the third phase, when a flat like stable flame propagation establishes, the burning 
velocity is affected by the turbulence level induced by the flame propagation.  

From these results it turns out that in order to correctly quantify the burning velocity of 
dust-gas/air mixtures with the tube method, the turbulence intensity induced by the flame 
propagation has to be measured. The determination of the laminar burning velocity and of 
Markestein length, which has to be compared with the flame thickness, will give us the 
opportunity to better understand the specificity and the stability of such hybrid mixtures in 
order to propose adequate means of prevention and protection. 
 
Nomenclature 
A’ projected flame area on a plane perpendicular to the direction of flame 

propagation 
Af  surface area of the flame front 
C  concentration of the dust 
e  eccentricity of the spheroid 
hf  height of the flame 
L  Markstein Length 
rf  semi-axis, minor axis of the flame 
Sf  flame velocity 
Sl   laminar burning velocity 
S’s,l Burning velocity that takes into accounts the flame curvature 
Ss,l  stretched burning velocity 
Su,l  unstretched burning velocity 
t  time 
Tad  adiabatic flame temperature 
Tb  temperature of the burned gases 
Tu  temperature of the reagents 
α  flame stretch rate 
β  factor of expansion 
ρ  density of a component  
 
Subscripts 
l  laminar 
u  unburned 
b  burned 
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